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Ready, set, seed

WHY
• Most lawns are cool season
species that lose density from July/
August temperatures in the 90s and
limited water. Thin lawns not only
look bad, they yield ground (literally)
to all kinds of weeds.
• A trio of diseases (brown patch,
dollar spot, pythium) love to kick a
guy/gal when they are down, further
thinning the stand.
• “You ain’t no kind of man/woman without a thick lawn.” (That’s an
interpretive application to suburbanites from a favorite movie of mine,
Oh Brother, Where Art Thou? “You
ain’t no kind of man if you ain’t got
land.”)

WHEN
September through early October
is ideal with soil temperatures high
for quick germination, but air temperatures will be heading back where
cool season grasses are happy; the
exact opposite of spring seeding.
Also, a lawn established in the
fall has no restrictions for spring
preemergent herbicides.
HOW
The best process from our nearly
20 years of experience: Watering a
few days ahead to soften the soil, core

aerate, spread certified seed at 8-10
lbs. per 1,000-square foot, verticut
in at least one direction (two is even
better), and then WATER, WATER,
WATER!.
Boring stuff, I know, but it helps
me to keep in mind that with lawns,
as with most things in life “the plain
things are the main things and the
main things, the plain things.”
So whether you are doing it yourself or have us do it for you, show
your lawn a little love this fall and it
will return the favor next spring.
Randy James

I

t seems like in the blink of an eye,
spring has turned into fall with
only the taillights of summer in
view.
And yes, once again it is time for
rebuilding cool season lawns via fall
seeding. I know we
have covered this topic before, but I have
heard that repetition
is the cornerstone of
learning. Considering
I have heard some
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sermons two
consulting
arborist /
dozen times with only
pathologist
single digit retention
and founder
(in practice anyway),
of Growing
I suppose an annual
Concerns Inc.
review is not a waste
of time. In an effort to
keep it short, here are the cliff notes
of fall seeding:

Drew and Jacob are ready with a core aerator and a verticutter on a lawn that needs seeding.
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For more information about
Growing Concerns and our
residential landscape management
services, visit our website at
www.growingconcerns.com

Our Mission: To serve and encourage property owners by creating and protecting landscape beauty and order.

